ROGELIO DOUGLAS, JR.
Rogelio Douglas, Jr. is one of those rare performers who can legitimately be called a “triple
threat”. He makes his mark as an actor, singer/songwriter, and dancer, moving effortlessly
between the worlds of television, theatre, dance and music. He first gained attention as a lead
tap dancer in RIVERDANCE: THE SHOW on Broadway, its world and national tours and in the
film RIVERDANCE: LIVE FROM GENEVA.
Since his move to Los Angeles, Rogelio has guest starred on Netflix’s original hit series Orange is
the New Black, landed a recurring role on Ray Donovan and appeared on NBC’s hit comedy
Parks and Recreation. On the big screen, he can be seen in Whiplash (a breakout hit at
Sundance), Superfast! and the upcoming Straight Outta Compton. Most recently, Rogelio
starred in the Pasadena Playhouse limited run of Kiss Me Kate, stopping the show every night
with his performance of the sensuous musical classic “Too Darn Hot”.
He is an original Broadway cast member of the Tony and Grammy Award-winning Lin-Manuel
Miranda musical IN THE HEIGHTS, and starred as “Benny” in the production’s first national tour.
He also starred in the Broadway production of THE LITTLE MERMAID as “Sebastian the Crab.”
Off- Broadway, Rogelio appeared in the musical CELIA: THE LIFE AND MUSIC OF CELIA CRUZ and
the 25th anniversary performance of DREAMGIRLS with Jennifer Holliday.
Recently, Rogelio performed with Mandy Gonzalez, a fellow “In the Heights” alum at Catalina
where his performance of Joe Cocker’s “Feelin’ Alright” was lauded as a highlight of the
concert. He can currently be seen in the For the Record: Live series as well as headlining shows
at Rockwell and special appearances at The Sayers Club in Hollywood.
Rogelio can often be found in the recording studio working on his original music as well as on
such diverse projects as vocal arranging on music written by Tony and Grammy Award-winning
arranger Ben Sherman for Sesame Street and the Electric Company, as well as writing, singing
and arranging for “UDraw,” a popular Nintendo Wii video game.

